This article is focused on creating diagrams to determine the shape factor α. Its significance for the use of the design components. And the experimental determination curves diagrams comparing the previously used charts and monograms. The beginning of the development of appropriate calculation methods for determining courses of stress concentration factor for individual notches, with the previously used charts.
INTRODUCTION
Stress concentration factor is usually defined as a graph or nomograms. An example of such a graph for a stepped shaft loaded by torque is shown in Figures 1 and  2 .
These monograms are for finding notch factor that causes stress concentration and negatively affects the life of mechanical parts. These diagrams are known from the early 20th century. Figure 1 . Diagram of stress concetration factor for bend moment [1] All the stress concentration factor shown in the chart, or nomogram calculated according to the formulas set out in the last century. In the past, we hadn't modern calculation method like FEM analysis. [ Using an empirical formula for calculating the concentration factor for bending moment, where we get the critical peak of tension in the transition radius. Then, we determine value of concentration factor α for the calculations, which we draw line, and use trendline created curves for each sample tested. The figure 4 and 5 shows that each test sample, each sample has a different waveform. This is due, that on the each sample operate by the same value of bending moment value MO = 9.105 N. For each test sample appear stress peaks in the transition part between the diameters. Small sample is prone to bigger stress peak value, then with the large dimensions. Prone to sample with small diameters than the sample with larger diameters.
By combining the most extreme value curves (sample d = 30 mm and D = 32 mm with the sample d = 68 mm D = 72.5 mm), we find that this is a limited area, which may vary depending on the number of samples. For this reason, we consider the arithmetic mean value depending on the extreme curves area. We get a graph: It can therefore be assumed that the curves for individual courses in the past have also been set from the average curves. The aim of the dissertation is to develop appropriate computational methods for determining courses of stress concentration factor for the individual notches, compared to existing diagrams and drawing diagrams for nonexistent notcheskeyways, splines etc..
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